
Unified Particle Theory 
(Editor s note: Inventor Joe Newman has caused a major ruckus with his "magnetic particle "machine, and many people 
have read the inventor's theories as presented by Sam Taliaferro in MAGNETS (May 1986) as well as in his self- 
published book. Essentially, Joe Newman theorizes that magnetic particles are gyroscopic in nature. Now comes John 
Griggs of Prineville, Oregon with an interesting version of the Unified Particle Theory (UPT) and we are delighted to 
present it to you in full. Mr. Griggs first developed his theory in 1954, and has been allowing it to grow and improve over 
time. We share a portion of his letter to this editor as a preface to his updated, 1985 version.) 

his paper was condensed nine 
years ago from one small, though 
important, aspect of the unified 
particle theory which I began an 

entanglement with (in September or October 
of 1954) due, first, to my doubts on the 
explanation offered by special relativity on 
the constancy of the velocity of light for all 
observers (regardless of states of motions, 
etc.); and, secondly, to my further skepticism 
on the gravitational explanation of general 
relativity, i.e., on the so-called curvature of 
space-time. How much better an attenuation 
shadow  works! For thirty years I was 
laughed to scorn. 
But now — during the last year and a half 
— most particle physicists are screaming 
that, at least, general relativity will have to be 
drastically revised if their new "superstring 
theories" are to work. Friends and acquain- 
tances are now pointing out that 1 have had a 
"superstring theory" for thirty years. Even 
so, I have never called the UPT a "super- 
string theory." Nevertheless "superstring- 
ers " have copied many aspects of my theory, 
including non-pointlike properties of ele- 
mentary particles. They now say that charge 
is smeared out, while with our basics this has 
always been a requirement. And behold! 
They now say that "curvature of space-time" 
must be drastically changed If one could 
only cry! And they have even copied the 
torus for the internal constituents of nucleii 
— but not of the electron, they suppose. I'll 
be so bold as to say it again: These internal 
constituents are electrons (±). It is no fault 
of my own that they are groping in the dark 
yet, for I sent extracts of the UPT to the 
theoretical physics departments of all major 
universities in the United Stales twenty-five 
years ago (I have some of these returned, 
unopened). And at many other times I gave 
excerpts of the UPT to renowned physicists 
and astronomers in academia. 

Many places in the enclosed paper I use 
the terms "basics of space," "basic photon 
flux, " "magneticflux, "and "flux wind, "etc. 
They are all the same. On page two I call 
these "photons." This is also true, but a 
further explanation should be given: These 
basics are photons which have split up or 
which have never joined to an oppositely 

spinning partner. 
Now that I have said this, I must say 

further that the electromagnetic radiation 
which we can sense or measure: light, 
whistlers, gamma radiation, etc., is made up 
of nutating, oppositely spinning pairs of 
our basics of space which sense and affect 
the basic flux. This spinning double basic 
photon gives a perfect picture of Maxwell's 
sine-waved orthogonal electromagnetic 

 
The spinning photons trace out "waves." 

Also see FN 10. Moreover, this double spin- 
ning photon concept explains refraction, 
defraction (without "waves"), polarization 
without ad hoc assumptions (e.g., here, 
"spheroidal waves" — as if there could be 
any such thing), and all the other known 
properties of electromagnetic radiation fit 
beautifully. This is explained in the unified 
particle theory, from which this paper is 
extracted. 

But it is not proper that I should bring in 
all the ramifications of the statements made 
or ideas touched upon, or this explanatory 
note must be much bigger than the paper. 
The paper is on "elementary"particles. 

A Two Component 
Particle Hypothesis 

(Taken from the 
Unified Particle Theory) 

If particles are assumed to be com- 
posite structures whose compo- 
nents were at one time photons one 
can build up a two component par- 
ticle hypothesis which not only fits 
the phenomena of charge, spin, etc., 
including a new conserved quantity 
in all particle reactions, but also he 
can, by assigning a mass (when 
bound) to each of these two com- 
ponents, have a pretty near fit with 
the masses which are known from 
experiment. Others are predicted. 
This hypothesis is much simpler 
than the quark ones. And its predic- 
tions are more exact. 

I make these assumptions about a 
photon: (1) it is cylindrical and perhaps 
hollow (or, depending on spin diameter, 
disc like or annular) in shape. (2) It spins 
always at c while moving linearly at c, and 
these two movements are retained once the 
photon becomes part of a particle (any point 
on surface traces a helix of 45°, so the trace 
speed is 1.4142c). 

To become a particle of mass this photon 
must curl upon itself forming a torus. There 
are two generic types: closed and open. The 
effectiveness of the former spin(the spin 1 of 
the photon) is now "cancelled", though the 
spin is retained; the tori of charged leptons 
are closed: 

 

The four arrows symbolize the annulcd 
spin of the former photon; the single outside 
arrow, the new particle spin. The spin 
shown by the 4 arrows is critically necessary 
for encrgy-to-mass formation; I call this 
movement the "flow" of the torus. If a 
photon describing left hand helicity curls 
and forms into a particle it remains forever 
distinct from a torus which is formed from a 
photon of right hand helicity because of the 
two movements (one cannot be changed to 
the other). These are truly elementary. One 
is an e-; the other an e+. Either might now, in 
translatory motion, show left or right helic- 
ity (have spins parallel or antiparallel); 
however, one helicity would be preferred, as 
will be shown directly. 
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Charge is assumed — in this scheme — 
not to inhere, per se, in the torus, but rather 
to be a manifestation of the electro-magnetic 
radiation of space1 (flowing through the 
hole of the doughnut. 

I assume that space is permeated with 
photons of various "wavelengths". These 
ordinarily do not mutually interact while 
traversing space together any more than, 
say, two searchlight beams interact or, a 
microwave beam and photons from the sun 
interact. These photons collectively I call the 
basics of space (since they are the basic stuff 
from which not only matter, but charge, as 
well, is made).2 

Although the photon may possibily be 
hollow, have a cylindrical shell structure, as 
a charged particle I presume that, in any 
case, it squeezes down to a structure filled 
(with the "fire fluid" of the photon).3 Elec- 
trons should be very small (and no photon 
less energetic or shorter than P times its 
diameter can ever become an electron). 

The torus contributes a mass of about 
68.6 meV when bound in nucleii. When 
free, 0.5 MeV, the e+. 

There has to be a second particle con- 
structed from photons with no charge capa- 
bilities, or mass while free. It must come in 
two versions. It is, when free, the Ve and Vr; 
also, of course, the two antineutrinos. I 
make the assumption that perhaps the neu- 
trino remains a hollow torus. However, un- 
like the electron, the tori are parted on one 
side. The neutrinos form spirals of perma- 
nent helicity. In sketch note that one must 
here consider helicity a permanent physical 
parameter even as one must consider a 
screw as having unchanging helicity; this is 
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allows it go off at c always. And what of the 
preferred flow pattern of the tori, the e-, which I 
have suggested? If outside flow is away from the 
flux (instead of into) and consistently used thusly 
will it not answer? Yes, but both cannot be right. 
I discount this latter (mold pattern) view. 
15. The unified particle theory, if proven true, 
has, of course, fantastic implications. Much of 
present day physics will need revision. Several 
branches (some cosmology, particle physics, rel- 
ativity, quantum mechanics are out, discarded 
crutches). Perhaps this is why the many workers 
to whom, over the years, I have given extracts of 
the upt have reacted very violently, usually nega- 
tively, before they see the whole picture. New 
ideas out of context always seem ridiculous, vio- 
lating all that we have been taught. One must try 
to keep an open mind on the questions this neces- 
sarily limited extract will raise. In five years I had 
finished 225 pages from which most of this ex- 
tract is taken. 
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SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY: GRAVITY NOTES VI (CEFITS) 
Richard LeFors Clark, Ph.D 
December 7, 1984 

The systems of universal energy flow fields are in three dimensions only (three axes). The three currently recognized 
field flows are the electric, magnetic, and gravitational. At the neutral centers—mid-polar positions—of each of these 
fields, are rotated 90 degrees from them, are the cross fields, which are the dielectric, diamagnetic, and diagravita- 
tional fields. Thus, each directional flow axis has two energy flow fields. As an example, gravity and the diamagnetic 
energy flows are both in arbitrary Z axis. All six energy fields are thus coupled in one system. 

All of these coaxial pairs of six (6) energy flow systems are modulating oscillations in the three axes, carried by the 
ether. The ether itself is an extremely tenous and elastic "carrier wave" medium, which oscillates in a frequency and 
mode of its own. 

Due to the dual field impressions carried in each flow axis by the ether, we can and do cause interference radial 
shifts in these axial flow systems. As an example, increasing the local diamagnetic field does decrease the local gravity 
field. This is, in fact, what Schauberger was doing in his hydrodynamic systems. 

As Albert Roy Davis has proved many times, any diamagnetic material placed midway between attracting magnetic 
poles loses gravitational weight. This happens only at the neutral center, mid-point between the attracting poles, which 
is the exact location of the diamagnetic field. Thus, as the magnitude of the diamagnetic field increases, the magnitude 
(and effect) of the gravity field decreases. You can easily verify these statements with any diamagnetic sample 
suspended from a spring scale and two powerful permanent magnets in the spaced, attracting position. Try it! 

The elctrical field is coaxial with the diagravity field and explains T. T. Brown's capacitor units. A large D.C. power 
supply, two spaced metal plates (a capacitor) and any good dielectric sample suspended from a spring scale will 
demonstrate this phase of the system. 

The fourth parameter is not time; it is oscillatory motion! Time is only an arbitrary interval in any sequence of 
events and not a dimension of existence (So much for "space-time" theories). The universe is composed of informa- 
tion in various forms of oscillations as to frequency, direction and mode. Our human assignment of arbitrary names 
to matter, energy, etc. forms or aspects of the universal information content is rather egocentric and foolish. 

The technology involved is to transfer useful gains between these fields by purposeful interference. Small causes for 
big effects exists in the Clark Energy Field Interference Transfer Systems (CEFITS). It is going with the tide of univer- 
sal design instead of against it as we presently do. 
NOTE: The universe is infinite and unbounded and not the "Divine Smoke-ring" of Eddington's torus equation. 
Euclid was right about parallel lines. Mathematics is a synthetic language and should not be mistaken for reality. It 
can be an artificial tool or toy, but never is it real. 

RICHARD CLARK 
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